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Introduction 
 

The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) Zebra Mussel Action Plan (2010) 

was prepared in response to the discovery of zebra mussels in Lake Minnetonka and the 

subsequent declaration of Minnehaha Creek, Meadowbrook Lake, Lake Hiawatha, and 

Lake Nokomis as infested waters.  The purpose of this plan is to identify organization 

wide best management practices to eliminate the spread of AIS through operational 

activities.  The plan will be updated to include new data and findings as needed. 

Background on Zebra Mussels 
 

Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) are freshwater bivalve mollusks native to the 

Black and Caspian Sea regions.  They hitchhiked to North America in ballast water from 

the Black Sea and were first identified in the Great Lakes in 1988.  In 1990 they were 

established in all of the Great Lakes and began to move into major river systems. By 

1992, zebra mussels became established in the Mississippi River.   

 

Figure 1.  Zebra mussel distribution in the US as of July 13, 2017.  Map created by USGS.  

https://nas.er.usgs.gov/UserImages/current_zm_quag_map.jpg 

 

Zebra mussels spread easily because of their biology. Unlike native mussels, zebra 

mussels do not need a larval host.  Faster growth rates and a shorter time to maturity also 

https://nas.er.usgs.gov/UserImages/current_zm_quag_map.jpg
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give non-native zebra mussels an advantage over native mussels. They can attach 

themselves to any solid surface (including: pipes, boat hulls, rocks, wood, vegetation, 

other mussels) and can significantly alter the ecology of a waterbody.  There are no 

practical ways to eradicate zebra mussels from a natural system once they are established.   

Impacts 
Zebra mussels can have multiple impacts on waterbodies and their impacts can change 

over time.  A summary of typical impacts that zebra mussels can have on water bodies is 

below. 

 

Beaches 

High growth densities can coat the lake bottom or structures.  Zebra mussel shells are 

sharp and can cut swimmers and impede shallow water recreation.  Shells from dead 

mussels can wash up onto shore at levels where they must be groomed from beaches.  

Piles of dead mussels can rot on shore and create nuisance sight and odor issues. 

 

Structures 

High density of growth can make structures like docks and buoys more difficult to 

maintain.  Zebra mussels may need to be periodically removed to keep structures (like a 

ladder on a dock) in useable conditions.  Buoys can sink due to the weight of attached 

mussels.  Intake pumps can become clogged with juvenile mussels.  If shells are sucked 

into a pump, the pump can be damaged. 

 

Waterfowl 

In the Great Lakes zebra mussels are suspected of playing a part in some large-scale 

waterfowl die-offs.  It appears that zebra mussels can accumulate naturally occurring 

botulism toxin to levels high enough to kill susceptible wildlife that feed on zebra 

mussels. Contrary to popular belief, it is unlikely that waterfowl significantly contribute 

to the spread of zebra mussels (see Appendix A, Wisconsin DNR article). 

 

Water Quality 

Infestation by zebra mussels can have several different effects on water quality depending 

on lake conditions.  In some lakes zebra mussels can initially increase water clarity by 

filtering out large amounts of algae.  Some lakes have shown up to 100% or more 

increased clarity.  These clarity increases are often tied to decreases in nutrient levels in 

the water column.  The high clarity and low nutrient conditions can create conditions for 

an increase in cyanobacterial (blue-green algae) blooms.  Zebra mussels do not prefer to 

eat blue-green algae, giving blue-green algae a competitive advantage over other types of 

phytoplankton.  Once blue-green algae take over, water clarity can decrease.  Toxic blue-

green algal blooms in Lake Erie have been partially attributed to the effects of zebra 

mussels. 

 

Zebra mussels filter particles from large amounts of water. Some particles are eaten by 

the organism and some are rejected.  The particles that are rejected are packed and 

ejected as pseudofeces.  Buildup of pseudofeces can create mucky bottom conditions in 
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lakes.  Under anoxic conditions nutrients can be released from the pseudofeces and cause 

algae blooms.  

 

Phytoplankton and zooplankton communities can be changed by the presence of zebra 

mussels.  Often in an environment where zebra mussels are present, there is an increase 

in nuisance blue-green algae blooms and a decrease in other phytoplankton species.  

Phytoplankton that are high food quality for zooplankton are eaten by zebra mussels.  

Lakes with zebra mussels cannot support as many zooplankton as lakes without zebra 

mussels.  Zooplankton are the primary food source for larval fish.  Having fewer 

zooplankton can change the fish community structure. 

 

Native mussel populations are damaged by zebra mussels.  Native mussel shells can 

become habitat for zebra mussels.  The invasive mussels grow to densities high enough to 

kill the native mussel they are growing on by attaching to their shells and suffocating 

them. 

Zebra Mussel Ecology 
 

Zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha) are freshwater bivalve mollusks that are native to 

the Black and Caspian Sea regions.  Their D-shaped shells are brownish to yellowish and 

striped but can sometimes be solid brown.  Their shell size is typically 2-inches or 

smaller.  Many adult zebra mussels are approximately fingernail-sized (Figure 2).  Zebra 

and Quagga mussels are the only freshwater mussel that can attach to solid objects. 

 
Figure 2. An adult zebra mussel (slightly enlarged). 

 

Zebra mussels have a competitive advantage over native mussel populations.  Zebra 

mussels reach maturity and can reproduce after 1-2 years while it may take native 

mussels up to 5 years to reproduce.  Native mussels must live in the gills of fish or 

amphibians for a portion of their life-cycle, while zebra mussels do not need a host during 

their juvenile stage.  Zebra mussels also have an advantage over native mussels in the 

amount of habitat they can colonize since they can attach themselves to any solid object 

with byssal threads.  

 

Adult zebra mussels release eggs and sperm into the water column when the water 

temperatures reach approximately 50° F.  They do not have a specific reproductive 

season and will spawn until water temperatures dip below 50° F in fall.  In 2010, 

Minnehaha Creek temperatures were at or above 50° F from early April through late 

October (Fig 3), suggesting favorable conditions for spawning and high invasion risk 

potential in the MPRB systems during this time.  

 

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.pelicanlakemn.org/images/Education/ZebraMussel-1.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.pelicanlakemn.org/Education.htm&usg=__q8am9xfSFKFl3IbteZRs9e-4gb8=&h=365&w=520&sz=105&hl=en&start=3&zoom=1&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=sRd5owImUzuYqM:&tbnh=92&tbnw=131&prev=/images?q=zebra+mussels&um=1&hl=en&sa=N&rls=com.microsoft:en-us:IE-SearchBox&rlz=1I7GGLJ_en&tbs=isch:1
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When zebra mussel eggs are fertilized they transform into a trochophore.  At the 

trochophore stage the mussel is a ciliated larva and is about 0.1mm.  The trochophore 

quickly grows into a veliger (0.1-0.3mm).  In the veliger stage, zebra mussel larvae 

mainly drift with the currents but do have some ability to swim.  Next, the larval veliger 

grows into a pediveliger.  At this stage the mussel is up to 1mm in length and its shell has 

begun to form.  The pediveliger is ready to settle onto a hard substrate approximately 18-

90 days after fertilization.  Soon gills develop in the pediveliger and the mussel is 

considered in the juvenile stage and is between 1-6mm in size.  A juvenile mussel can 

attach to the surface where it will spend its life.  It can take up to 240 days for the 

juvenile to reach maturity and begin to reproduce.  

 
Figure 3.  Minnehaha Creek Temperatures in 2010 are shown in blue.  The red line at 50° F 

is an assumed threshold for zebra mussel spawning.  Under 2010 temperature conditions, zebra 

mussels could spawn April 4th through October 27th.  
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MPRB Infestation History 
On July 28, 2010 zebra mussels were confirmed to be present in Lake Minnetonka by 

DNR biologists.  In early August, zebra mussels were confirmed to be widespread in the 

eastern portion of Lake Minnetonka and were present in Minnehaha Creek just 

downstream from the Gray’s Bay Dam. 

 

Since, 

 

1) Minnehaha Creek is the outlet from Lake Minnetonka and is hydrologically 

connected to Lakes Hiawatha and Nokomis, and 

2) It may take up to two years for enough zebra mussels to reproduce to a level 

where they can be detected, 

 

MPRB staff began to treat Minnehaha Creek, Lake Hiawatha, and Lake Nokomis as 

infested so that MPRB activities wouldn’t move zebra mussels or zebra mussel veligers 

from infested waters to any of the other MPRB lakes or streams.  Since Lake Nokomis is 

isolated from the creek by a weir, procedures were put in place to isolate the potential for 

boats and gear to transfer zebra mussels to this lake.  

 

The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (MCWD) and the MPRB have since conducted 

yearly rapid assessment surveys for zebra mussels in Minnehaha Creek and many 

Minneapolis lakes.  In August 2013, zebra mussels were found on a sampler in Lake 

Hiawatha during routine monthly monitoring.  Follow up investigations found mussels on 

the fishing dock, swim buoys and locations downstream. 

 

Since the discovery of zebra mussels were found in Lake Hiawatha in 2013, they have 

continued to be detected on the sampler plate in the late summer early fall each year.  No 

zebra mussels have been found in Lake Nokomis as of fall 2017.  

 

The 2015 MPRB Zebra Mussel Rapid Assessment of Minnehaha Creek showed that 

zebra mussels had officially populated along the entire length of the creek as shown in 

Figure 4. 
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 Figure 4.  2015 Minnehaha Creek Zebra Mussel Assessment (MPRB) 

 

One live adult zebra mussel was discovered on September 8th, 2017 by MPRB staff, on a 

boat cover that had been recovered from the bottom of the lake by a volunteer SCUBA 

clean-up crew. After the initial discovery, no additional zebra mussels were found after 

67 hours of searching conducted by the MPRB, MNDNR, MCWD and two companies 

experienced in AIS searches through wading, snorkeling and SCUBA. Lake Harriet was 

officially declared infested.  
 

Table 1.  Water bodies in Minneapolis declared infested with Zebra Mussels. 

Water Body Name Date Declared infested Date Zebra Mussel Observed 

Minnehaha Creek 2010 entire creek infested by 2015 

Lake Nokomis 2010 no mussels found 

Lake Hiawatha 2010 2013 

Lake Harriet 2017 2017 
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Infestation Routes 

Minneapolis Park Board waterbodies are vulnerable to zebra mussel infestation through 

several different routes.  Declared infested Minneapolis lakes (Nokomis, Hiawatha and 

Harriet) and Minnehaha creek (Table 1).  The Mississippi River is also infested with 

zebra mussels.  Popular lakes around the state (for example: Lakes Minnetonka, Gull, 

Mille Lacs, Prior Lake) are infested with zebra mussels which could be transported to 

Minneapolis lakes through recreational activities.  An analysis of potential infestation 

routes is presented below. 

 

Lake Minnetonka - Minnehaha Creek Route: 

Zebra mussels disseminating from Lake Minnetonka have infested the entire length of 

Minnehaha Creek, from Gray’s Bay to the Mississippi River.  Since zebra mussels cannot 

survive freezing conditions, any areas of the creek that periodically freeze to the bed will 

only be colonized at low levels.  These areas can be annually re-colonized by new 

veligers, juvenile, or adult mussels from upstream.  Any areas of the creek that do not 

freeze to the bed may be able to support reproducing populations of zebra mussels and 

will be an additional source of veligers to downstream waters.  Meadowbrook Lake, Lake 

Hiawatha, wetlands, pools, and deeper areas of Minnehaha Creek are sites that have 

potential to support and overwinter zebra mussels.  

 

A weir separating Lake Nokomis and Minnehaha Creek was built in the fall of 2012.  The 

weir is a fixed structure with adjustable boards.  The weir is operated by MPRB in 

partnership MCWD in accordance with a DNR-approved operating plan.  Prior to 2012 

an inflatable weir separated Minnehaha Creek from Lake Nokomis. The weir 

automatically inflated when the creek reached a predetermined level in a stilling well just 

downstream from the weir site.   This system had malfunctioned in the past and allowed 

creek water to flow into the lake. As of the summer of 2012 the automated weir system 

was functioning properly. If the current weir were to fail, any veligers present in creek 

water could be transferred to Lake Nokomis. See Appendix B for more detail regarding 

the Lake Nokomis weir. 

 

Lake Harriet outlets through a pipe to a channel connected to Minnehaha Creek.  Under 

normal conditions there is enough velocity in the water leaving the lake to prevent veliger 

transfer upstream.  See Appendix B for a more detailed analysis of the Harriet Outlet. 

 

Diamond Lake outlets to Minnehaha Creek through a drain pipe that is controlled by a 

weir for flooding purposes. It is highly unlikely that veligers could make their way up the 

pipe to Diamond Lake, except under extreme flood conditions where the creek would 

back flow up the pipe.  See Appendix B for a more detailed analysis of the Diamond 

Lake Outlet. 

 

Mississippi River Route: 

In 1991, zebra mussels were found for the first time in the Mississippi River near 

LaCrosse, Wisconsin.  Zebra mussels were documented in the Twin Cities Metro by the 

early 1990s.  In flowing river systems, mussel populations rely on upstream populations 

since veligers float for several weeks before attaching.  The Metro population may have 
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previously been sustained through mussels and veligers being moved up-river by barges 

and boat traffic.  DNR staff suspect that the Twin Cities Mississippi River zebra mussel 

population will grow in the coming years for two reasons: 

• Veligers are now moving downstream from the Brainerd area (reports of mussels 

as far south as St Cloud) and, 

• Zebra Mussel Assessment of Minnehaha Creek in 2015 found mussels throughout 

the entire creek to the river; therefore, veligers have reached the Mississippi from 

Lake Minnetonka through Minnehaha Creek. 

 

Bassett Creek Route: 

Medicine Lake was declared infested in 2017.  Medicine Lake drains to Bassett Creek 

which travels through Minneapolis to the Mississippi River.  Wirth Lake is connected to 

Bassett Creek but is separated by a weir structure that prevents the backflow of the creek 

to the lake (Appendix B).  This structure has and could potentially allow backflow under 

very high-water conditions.  In 2018, staff will investigate the potential for zebra mussels 

or veligers to backflow into Wirth Lake.  The Bassett Creek Watershed Management 

Commission has developed an AIS Response Plan that will guide the response efforts to 

the infestation of zebra mussels in Medicine Lake.  As of the fall of 2017 neither Bassett 

Creek and Wirth Lake had not been declared infested. 

 

Recreational Boating Pathway: 

Recreational boating has a moderate to high potential for transferring zebra mussels to 

Minneapolis Lakes.  Zebra mussels can be transferred from infested waters by boats and 

other water related equipment through several different pathways including: 

 

• Transfer of veligers or mussels from live wells, bilges, and any area of the 

boat that holds water. 

• Transfer of juvenile mussels on boats not thoroughly cleaned after being tied 

up on infested waters for an extended period. 

• Transfer of mussels hitchhiking on vegetation or mud on boats, trailers and 

other water related equipment such as anchors and boat lifts. 

• Transfer of water that has not been drained from the boat. 

 

MPRB lakes have a high use by sailboats, canoes, kayaks, and other small recreational 

boats.  Canoes, kayaks, and other small water craft with no hull space for bilge water 

(sailboards, paddleboards, etc.) have low potential for zebra mussel transfer.  They are 

also typically stored on dry land so there is low potential for mussels to attach and grow 

on them. 

 

MPRB operates sailboat buoys on Lakes Nokomis, Harriet, and Bde Maka Ska/Lake 

Calhoun.  Sailors with boats on Lakes Nokomis and Harriet will need to be particularly 

careful when transferring their boats to other lakes to not spread zebra mussels.  Sailors 

from around the metro also utilize Minneapolis lakes.  There is a potential that sailboats 

moored at an infested lake could move mussels between water bodies (since the boat may 

be sailed at other lakes).  
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Care must be taken when boats are stored on a lake. If zebra mussels are present in the 

lake they can attach to the hull of the boat.  Adult or juvenile mussels will be visible.  

Newly attached mussels can be difficult to see but will feel like sandpaper.  Power 

washing may be necessary before transferring a boat stored on a lake with zebra mussels 

to a lake without zebra mussels.  The DNR recommends that all boats dry for a period of 

at least 5 days before entering another water body, though adult mussels have been found 

to survive longer than this period of time. 

 

Sailboats and other recreational boats stored at Minneapolis lakes are often moved 

between lakes within Minneapolis and outside of the city.  MPRB and DNR watercraft 

inspection data shows that boats used on Minneapolis lakes are sometimes used on Lake 

Minnetonka (infested) and lakes statewide (both infested and uninfested).  Any boat 

could transfer mussels (or other invasive species) through hitchhiking on aquatic 

vegetation, on the boat itself, or in a live well. Boat lifts brought to Minneapolis lakes to 

be installed on buoys should undergo the same scrutiny and inspection as boats passing 

through launches. 

 

Sailboat regattas pose an AIS risk to Minneapolis Lakes.  Sailboats from off lake 

locations (most of which are infested) are moved to Minneapolis lakes to participate in 

the event, often temporarily mooring in those lakes.  The MPRB has worked in 

partnership with Minneapolis Yacht Clubs to coordinate efforts to provide the best 

protection possible to the lakes. 

 

Shore fishing and Bait Bucket Pathway:  

All Minneapolis water bodies are used extensively for shore fishing.  Shore fishing has a 

low to moderate potential to move zebra mussels or other invasive species from 

waterbody to waterbody through transferring infested waters in bait buckets.  Following 

general good fishing practices would diminish the potential for transferring invasives by 

shore fishing.  Not dumping bait buckets or transferring water between waterbodies helps 

to prevent the spread of zebra mussels and other invasive species.  Signage on trash cans 

was developed in 2013 to encourage visitors to dump bait into the garbage. 

 

Minnesota DNR 2017 Bait Laws – excerpt taken from 2017 Fishing Regulations 

• You can fish with a variety of live or dead bait including worms, night crawlers, insects and 

larva. If you are fishing with minnows or leeches, a number of restrictions apply. 

• If you chose to keep your bait when done fishing, you must exchange water in bait buckets 

with tap or bottled water prior to leaving any water body, except when you are fishing 

through the ice. The exception for ice fishing does not apply when fishing on VHS-infested 

waters. 

• You cannot dispose of unwanted minnows and leeches in Minnesota waters. Unused bait, 

including night crawlers, should be put in the garbage.  

• You cannot use whole or parts of game fish, goldfish or carp for bait. 

• You may not take bait from infested waters, except bullhead, sucker, mooneye, goldeye and 

sheepshead may be taken by hook and line from infested rivers for personal use as bait for 

fishing on the same infested river where the bait was taken. This bait may not be transported 

live from or off the river. 
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Contractors and Scientific Research Groups Working in MPRB Waterways: 

Occasionally, contractors are hired to do work in MPRB waterways.  Research groups 

perform studies on the lakes and creeks as well.  Many of these groups are given a permit 

to use gas powered motors to conduct their work.  Gas powered motors, water related 

equipment and SCUBA gear moving from lake to lake are of concern for the spread of 

AIS.  All people doing work within MPRB waters must adhere to all Minnesota AIS laws 

and the same AIS prevention expectations as those using MPRB waterways for 

recreation.   Contractors and research groups are expected to provide an AIS Prevention 

Plan for review by MPRB staff prior to the start of their work.  Contractors must hold a 

current DNR Lake Service Provider permit with proof of employee training.  Contracts 

written for work done in waterways have specifications that must be addressed when 

developing the Professional Services Agreements.  All equipment must pass through 

inspections at the boat launch and can be denied launch until properly cleaned at the 

owner’s expense. 

 

MPRB Pathway: 

The MPRB contains both waters infested with zebra mussels and uninfested waters.  

Often time staff must access infested and uninfested waters for maintenance, monitoring, 

or recreation duties.  MPRB owns and maintains structures that remain in the water either 

year-round like docks, or part of the year, like tenders and buoys. 

 

Docks are never transferred between lakes.  Tenders stay at the lakes to which they are 

assigned and can be power washed if there is any reason to move them between lakes.  

Buoys generally stay on the same lake for an entire season and are power washed, dried 

and in storage all winter.  

 

Private Docks, Boatlifts and Buoys 

Docks and boatlifts have been identified by the Minnesota DNR as one of the major 

pathways for the spread of AIS.  There are no private docks or buoys allowed on MPRB 

waters.  An acceptation to this are the private docks and buoys currently found on Cedar 

Lake.  MPRB buoy holders have been permitted to install boatlifts on MPRB buoys.  

Boatlifts being sold and moving from lake to lake are a concern for the spread of AIS.  

Lifts that are installed in zebra mussel infested waters and then sold and moved to non-

infested waters can carry zebra mussel that are attached to the structure of the lifts.  

Moving boat lifts with attached zebra mussels (dead or alive) is illegal unless under 

certain situations and with a permit.  It is the responsibility of the owner to know and 

follow current state regulations.  All buoy holders receive AIS Prevention information in 

their buoy packets.  Any boating equipment, including boat lifts, passing through or near 

the boat launch must be inspected prior to and upon leaving an MPRB boat launch.  

 

Inadvertent Pathway: 

Larval zebra mussel veligers are microscopic, and juveniles are only a few millimeters in 

size.  Very small amounts of water can transport zebra mussels at this life stage. It is 

possible that swimwear, SCUBA equipment, waders, or other clothing used in water can 

transport zebra mussels.  
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Figure 5.  Current AIS in MPRB Lakes 
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Operational Procedures 
 

Minneapolis Park Board staff often access multiple waterbodies on the same day to 

accomplish their basic work.  Often it may be necessary to do work on infested waters 

and non-infested waters in the same day.  Generally, sequencing work to access non-

infested waters before infested waters and following good boating practices (draining 

water from boats and removing aquatic vegetation from the boat and trailer before 

leaving the ramp) will limit the transfer of zebra mussels or other invasive species.  In 

some cases, power washing of equipment or boats will be necessary.  Drying, rinsing, or 

decontaminating equipment will be used if necessary. 

 

This document will be reviewed and updated if new waterbodies are found to be infested 

with zebra mussels, as MPRB work practices change, or if better methods are found. 

 

MPRB Work Flow Steps to stop the spread of AIS: 

• Always drain all water from boat and remove all debris (vegetation, mud, etc.) 

from the boat, trailer, and motor before leaving the ramp. 

• Keep drain plug out and water-draining devices open while transporting boat. 

• If possible, plan the sequence of work so that un-infested waters are accessed 

before infested waters. 

o If boats and/or equipment must be transferred from infested to un-infested 

waters, it will be thoroughly dried or decontaminated – Rinse or use other 

appropriate decontamination procedure (10% bleach, 100% vinegar, 

Simple Green Pro, or 1% salt solution). 

o If boats and/or equipment are stored on infested water, power wash and 

then dry boats for 5-days if possible (longer in cool or damp weather). 

 

The following section outlines the primary services and activities where the MPRB 

comes in contact with infested waters and how staff will tailor work procedures to ensure 

zebra mussels are not spread.  Opportunities where MPRB’s public interface can educate 

the public in best practices to stop the spread of invasive species are also identified 

below.  
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Customer Service 

The primary services that will be impacted are the watercraft storage program, 

permitting, and the public information provided to users of our lakes and waterways.  

Several staff of different sections of Customer Service participate on the AIS Working 

Group and can disseminate information quickly to their departments. 

 

Watercraft Storage 

• MPRB will provide the canoe rack and sailboat buoy holders with notification of 

the zebra mussel infestation and an abbreviated version of a fact sheet about zebra 

mussels (ZM) via e-blast communication (or hard copy postal as applies) and 

ActiveNet. 

• During the sailboat buoy drawing, an informational table will be staffed by 

Environmental Management to offer more in-depth information and answers to 

questions regarding ZM.  Part of each lake’s introductory speech will include a 

public service announcement regarding ZM and how they affect the use of 

Minneapolis lakes.  

• Regular e-blasts to both the sailboat and canoe groups will include any updated 

info on ZM and friendly reminders and tips/requests regarding control tactics. 

 

Public Information 

• Customer Service will work collaboratively with multiple work groups to educate 

the public on the ZM infestation.   

• Work with Asset Management on signage at boat landings and launches. 

• Work with Environmental Management on alternate methods of notification to 

lake users at boat launch check points. 

• Work with PR/Marketing Department on updates on Park Board website, news 

releases and any other forms of communicating information regarding ZM 

infestation. 

 

Permitting 

• Customer Service will work with various groups (e.g. educational, scientific, etc.) 

on permits to ensure that MPRB is aware of any potential activities that could 

spread or introduce invasive species.  Customer Service staff will educate 

appropriate permit holders on the zebra mussel infestation and best practices. 

Sailing regattas, fishing tournaments, educational events, and events that access 

MPRB waterways will all be subject to review prior to event to determine their 

AIS prevention plans and that necessary DNR permits/trainings have been 

obtained.  All boats and water related equipment entering Lake Nokomis, Bde 

Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, and Lake Harriet must be inspected prior to launch 

regardless of affiliation. 

• Any movement between MPRB lakes by permitted groups and events must be 

from non-infested lakes to infested lakes only. 
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Environmental Management 

Environmental Management is responsible for environmental programming throughout 

the MPRB and the water quality monitoring program.  Staff are coordinating the 

operational response to zebra mussels and monitoring zebra mussel invasion. 

 

Environmental Education 

Environmental Education staff will lead public education on zebra mussels and aquatic 

invasive species as a part of their educational programming. Staff will use best practices 

when using MPRB canoes. Canoes will be thoroughly dried, power washed, or rinsed and 

decontaminated when moved from infested to uninfested waters.  Additional education in 

regards to AIS include: newsletter articles to partner organizations, education regarding 

bait, and education efforts of the public using the inspector information booths located at 

Nokomis, Harriet and Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun.  An AIS bike with interactive 

education pieces and handouts was developed for events starting in 2015. 

• Specific education efforts focused on awareness of MPRB zebra mussel 

designated infested waters (Hiawatha, Nokomis, Harriet) should be considered. 

 

Boat Launch Inspections 

The MPRB Boat Launch Inspections program is coordinated through the Environmental 

Education department.  Boat Inspectors are hired and staffed during all open launch hours 

to perform inspections and provide educational materials and opportunities for park users.  

The MPRB has a 100% boat inspection program – launches are only open when 

inspectors are on duty. 

 

Water Resources 

MPRB Water Resources staff conduct bi-weekly water quality monitor during the 

summer on all Minneapolis lakes including Lake Nokomis, Harriet and Hiawatha which 

are considered infested waters.  Water Resources Staff occasionally monitor sites on 

Minnehaha Creek. Golf course sites are monitored one time per year as a part of the 

Audubon program.  Water Resources staff will need to adapt sampling procedures and 

scheduling if the zebra mussel infestation spreads. 

 

Zebra Mussel Monitoring 

MPRB Water Resources staff deploy zebra mussel samplers in Lake Nokomis, Hiawatha, 

Harriet, Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, and Wirth Lake.  These samplers are checked 

weekly to twice monthly from May through October for zebra mussel establishment.  

Friends of Lake Nokomis volunteers monitor two samplers on Lake Nokomis and report 

findings to the MPRB.  

 

The samplers allow staff to monitor zebra mussel movement and to determine when a 

water body has become infested.  Once an adult zebra mussel has been found on a 

sampler the infestation is already established, monitoring allows us to be aware of zebra 

mussel population movement and to change protocols to minimize impact to additional 

lakes.  The Minnehaha Creek Watershed District is responsible for monitoring the 

movement of zebra mussels in the creek and within the Watershed and informs MPRB of 

any findings. 
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AIS Early Detection Efforts 

➢ Zebra mussel samplers located on the lakes that are checked weekly to two times 

a month depending on the location 

➢ Blue Water Science Habitat Suitability and Response Assessments (2010, 2015) 

on Lakes Hiawatha, Nokomis, Harriet, Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun and Cedar. 

➢ Blue Water Science yearly full survey of an individual lake (2017, 2018, 2019) 

➢ MCWD full lake snorkel/surveys including boat launch snorkel (2014, 2015) 

➢ Yearly shoreline zebra mussel surveys (lakes and creek) 

➢ Yearly post inspection of sailboat and swim buoys 

➢ Yearly macrophyte surveys 

➢ Weekly boat launch surveys conducted by boat Inspectors (started in 2016) 

 

AIS Response Plan 

In the event of zebra mussels being identified in a designated non-infested lake the 

MPRB AIS Response Plan will be used to determine the actions to take.  This response 

plan is an ever-changing document that has been developed in coordination with the 

DNR and the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District to reflect current procedures and 

regulations.  

 

Lake sampling 

Lake sampling procedures were fine-tuned immediately after zebra mussels had been 

found in Lake Minnetonka. Staff was directed to purchase a second full set of sampling 

equipment so that there would be no contact between lakes considered infested and other 

lakes.  Standard operating procedure has always been to drain all water from the boat and 

remove any visible plant material/debris before moving to a different lake.  Sample 

bottles are provided by the MPRB’s contract lab and only reused if they are completely 

cleaned. 

 

Extra precautions were taken with the existing boat, canoe, and sampling equipment until 

the new equipment could be deployed.  

• In 2010, Lakes Hiawatha and Nokomis were moved to the last two lakes sampled 

in the schedule so that equipment could be thoroughly dried before reuse.  Of the 

two infested lakes, Nokomis was sampled first, using the boat, and Hiawatha was 

sampled next using a canoe.  This ensured that no water from Hiawatha, which 

carried a higher risk of infestation, was transported to Nokomis.   

• Starting in 2012, new equipment was obtained, and a canoe was kept at Hiawatha, 

one boat/motor was used for Nokomis, and another boat/motor and canoe were 

used for the non-infested lakes. 

• Starting in the fall of 2017 movement of sampling the Chain of Lakes and Wirth 

Lake must begin in the non-infested Upper Chain (Brownie, Cedar, Isles, Bde 

Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun) and Wirth to Lake Harriet (infested) with the 

appropriate cleaning and drying between sampling events.  
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Audubon Sampling 

Meadowbrook Lake on the Meadowbrook Golf Course is sampled one time per year as a 

part of the golf course’s Audubon certification.  The sample is a grab taken from shore. 

 

• Sample bottles are supplied by the MPRB’s contract lab and are not reused.   

• The water quality sonde will be rinsed or cleaned before being used in another 

waterbody. 

• Any waders or boots used during the sampling will be dried completely before 

reuse. 

 

Coordination of AIS Efforts 

Environmental Management staff will work to coordinate AIS prevention efforts with 

neighboring and state organizations including the MCWD, Three River Parks District, 

Hennepin County and DNR.  This will be done through communication of efforts, 

participation on Working Groups and AIS committees.   
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Forestry 

MPRB Forestry crews occasionally remove vegetation from creeks or lakes when it 

impedes water flow or recreational access.  Since there are many crews, and work in 

waterbodies is infrequent, it is unlikely that the same crew would be working in two 

waterbodies in a short period of time.  There is a low potential that Forestry activities 

would transfer zebra mussels.  

 

In 2012, adult zebra mussels attached to logs were found further downstream than 

juvenile mussels (MCWD, personal communication). When working in Minnehaha 

Creek, Forestry crews should note if there are mussels present on trees or branches being 

removed.  Branches and trees could have come from upstream in the creek where it is 

more likely that there are higher concentrations of zebra mussels at this time.  If crews 

find mussels, they should immediately notify Environmental Management. 

 

Any equipment that is used in the water, like waders or boots, should be thoroughly dried 

and/or decontaminated before use in other waterbodies. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Zebra Mussels attached to floating wood in the Minnehaha Creek.   
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Golf Courses 

Two of the five MPRB golf courses have some sort of direct connection with zebra 

mussel infested water: Meadowbrook and Hiawatha. The other MPRB golf courses 

(Wirth, Gross, Colombia) contain waterbodies but are isolated from zebra mussel infested 

waters.  Medicine Lake, the headwaters of Bassett Creek, was declared infested in 2017. 

Wirth Golf Course is not directly connected to Bassett Creek and does not draw water 

from the creek.  

 

Hiawatha Golf Course 

Minnehaha Creek flows through the Hiawatha Golf Course which is located on the shore 

of Lake Hiawatha.  The golf course can irrigate with water from Lake Hiawatha, although 

this ability has been used rarely.  The lake pump must be run periodically to keep it in 

working order.  Some of the golf course ponds are interconnected and if zebra mussels 

were pumped into a pond, other golf course ponds may also be infested.  If the course 

ponds are infested, pump and irrigation equipment could be compromised.  

 

Golf course personnel should: 

 

• Run Lake Hiawatha pump in early-spring and late-fall outside of zebra mussel 

spawning temperatures. (First week in April or earlier, November) 

• Check likely sites on the creek and lake for zebra mussels. 

• The course can pump from a groundwater well if needed. 

• Conduct staff training on zebra mussel identification. 

 

Meadowbrook Golf Course 

Minnehaha Creek runs on the edge of Meadowbrook Golf Course which is sited on the 

shore of Meadowbrook Lake.  The primary sources of water for golf course irrigation are 

two deep groundwater wells, but there is also an inactive but potential connection to 

Meadowbrook lake inside of the pumphouse.  Some of the golf course ponds are 

interconnected and if zebra mussels were pumped into a pond, other golf course ponds 

may also be infested.   If the course ponds or the lake are heavily infested, pump and 

irrigation equipment could be compromised. 
 

Golf Course personnel should: 

 

• Explore upgrading groundwater well irrigation, so that the connection to the lake 

is no longer needed. 

• Check sites on the creek and lake for zebra mussels. 

• Conduct staff training on zebra mussel identification.   
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Asset Management 

Maintenance crews use boats to maintain docks, buoys, anchors, and tenders and may 

need to be in several different waterbodies or lakes on the same day.  After the 2010 

discovery of zebra mussels in Lake Minnetonka, Maintenance crews refined work 

procedures to ensure that mussels and veligers could not be spread from infested waters 

to un-infested waters.  Contractors hired by Asset Management staff for in-lake work 

must follow established MPRB procedures for AIS prevention and have a DNR Lake 

Service Provider Certificate. 

 

When possible, plan the sequence of work so that un-infested waters are accessed before 

infested waters (Hiawatha, Minnehaha Creek, Lake Harriet and the Mississippi).  If boats 

and/or equipment must be transferred from infested to un-infested waters, it will be 

thoroughly dried or decontaminated – Rinse or use other appropriate decontamination 

procedure.  

 

Boats 

• Always drain all water from boat and remove all debris (vegetation, mud, etc.) 

from the boat, trailer, and motor before leaving the ramp. 

• Keep drain plug out and water-draining devices open while transporting boat. 

• If possible, plan the sequence of work so that non-infested waters are accessed 

before infested waters. 

o If boats and/or equipment must be transferred from infested to un-infested 

waters, it will be thoroughly dried or decontaminated – Rinse or use other 

appropriate decontamination procedure (10% bleach, 100% vinegar, 

Simple Green Pro, or 1% salt solution). 

o If boats and/or equipment are stored on infested water, power wash and 

then dry boats for 5-days if possible (longer in cool or damp weather). 

 

Buoys, Docks, Equipment 

• Mark buoys for each lake and prevent mixing of buoys between lakes.  Wash and 

dry buoys if necessary. 

• Dry or decontaminate equipment if it is necessary to move between lakes, the 

creek, or the river. 

• Yearly inspection of buoys, docks. 
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Table 2. Order of lakes for planned Asset Management activities 

Lake Boat Order 

Bde Maka 
Ska/Lake 
Calhoun  SSSC Boat Before Harriet 

Isles SSSC Boat Before Harriet 

Cedar SSSC Boat Before Harriet 

Brownie SSSC Boat Before Harriet 

Wirth SSSC Boat Before Harriet 

Harriet* SSSC Boat After Chain and Wirth Lakes 

Powderhorn Hiawatha Service Center Boat Before Nokomis, Hiawatha, and Mississippi 

Nokomis** Hiawatha Service Center Boat Before Hiawatha and Mississippi 

Hiawatha* Hiawatha Service Center Boat After Powderhorn and Nokomis 

Mississippi* Hiawatha Service Center Boat After Powderhorn, Nokomis, and Hiawatha 

*Infested with zebra mussels 

**Designated infested with zebra mussels, however, no mussels have been found 

 

Chain of Lakes and Wirth Lake 

Asset Management crews use boats on the Chain of Lakes and Wirth Lake.  Currently 

Lake Harriet is considered infested with zebra mussels.  The outlet to Lake Harriet is 

connected to Minnehaha Creek (which is infested with zebra mussels).   Except for Wirth 

Lake, the Chain of Lakes are interconnected. Operational changes were implemented as 

of the fall of 2017 to protect the Upper Chain from potential infestation from Lake 

Harriet.  If the zebra mussel infestation reaches the Upper Chain of Lakes, operational 

procedures will need to again be modified.  

 

Wirth Boat launch was closed in July 2012 partially as an effort to protect the lake from 

AIS issues.  Future park plans called for closing of the launch due to disrepair, underuse, 

and further enhancement of shoreline and boardwalk fishing opportunities.  Medicine 

Lake was declared infested in 2017.  Medicine Lake outlets to Bassett Creek which has 

not been declared infested by the DNR.  Wirth Lake outlets to Bassett Creek through a 

weir that prevents the back flow of creek water into the lake.  The potential for creek 

water infested with zebra mussels will be investigated in 2018.  

 

Mississippi River, Lake Hiawatha, Lake Nokomis and Powderhorn Lake 

Asset Management crews use a boat in the Mississippi River, Lake Hiawatha, Lake 

Nokomis, and Powderhorn Lake.  Crews must take care to ensure that zebra mussels are 

not transferred to Lake Nokomis or Powderhorn Lake, since all the other public water 

bodies are already infested.  

 

Although Lake Nokomis is considered infested by the DNR, no zebra mussels have been 

found in the lake.  Procedures will be used to isolate it from infested waters to delay or 

prevent zebra mussel infestation.  
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Asset Management personnel should: 

• Train Asset Management staff in zebra mussel current locations, lifecycle, 

prevention methods, identification, and whom to contact if found. 

• Be aware of waterways that are infested (Lake Harriet, Nokomis, Hiawatha, 

Minnehaha Creek and the Mississippi River) vs those that are not infested – and 

conduct their work appropriately. 

 

Aquatic Plant Harvesting 

As zebra mussel populations quickly spread in Lake Minnetonka MPRB staff became 

increasingly concerned about the threat of zebra mussel movement through contracted 

aquatic plant harvesters that work in Minnetonka then move to MPRB waterways.  

Harvester equipment is very complex and although all contractors that were investigated 

by MPRB staff had established cleaning procedures, the risk was still considered too 

great and the decision was made to no longer use contractual services for plant removal.  

A second harvester was purchased and all aquatic plant harvesting on The Chain is done 

in house.  

 

With the designation of Lake Harriet as infested in September of 2017, the harvesting 

plan was adjusted to protect the Upper Chain from potential infestation from Lake 

Harriet.  A harvester will be dedicated to Lake Harriet ONLY. The second harvester will 

be located on the Upper Chain for use on Cedar, Isles and Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun 

ONLY.  All MEOs that operate that aquatic plant harvesting equipment are required to 

obtain DNR Lake Service Provider Certification.  

 

A contractor is hired to do SCUBA removal of aquatic plants at Wirth and Nokomis 

Lakes.  SCUBA was selected as a method of removal due to the inaccessibility of the 

enclosed beach area.  Removal at Wirth is done within the beach area, fishing pier and 

some shoreline areas.  SCUBA removal at Nokomis was initially an attempt to minimize 

the contact of MPRB equipment to potentially infested waters. Aquatic plants are 

removed at the beaches and occasionally between the beaches to allow for swim events.  

SCUBA contractors are required to have an AIS Prevention Plan, DNR Lake Service 

Provider Certification and adhere to all DNR AIS regulations.  Contractors work from a 

non-infested to infested water body, and proper cleaning and drying procedures are 

followed. Currently the work flow is from Wirth to Nokomis.  Impacts of Medicine Lake 

being designated as infested may change this work flow in the future. 
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Recreation 

The Recreation Centers can serve as distribution centers for citizens to receive 

information about the zebra mussel infestation.  Bulletin boards may be used to give 

citizens up-to-date information on invasive species within the MPRB and tips on 

containing the zebra mussel infestation.  Other resources for citizens could include 

posters, bookmarks, ads in the summer brochure, or an article in written programs.  

Appropriate handouts could be available at concession stands, canoe racks or with boat 

rental companies at the lakes or Minnehaha Falls, in attached holders on the kiosks, or 

park information signs. 

 

Recreation Centers may partner with Environmental Education for additional naturalist-

led programming on invasive species.  Aquatic invasive species information could be 

presented at the “water table” at neighborhood festivals, added as a program component 

to summer programming such as the lake creature, or a summer camp option.  

Information could be presented dockside at Take-A-Kid-Fishing-Day.   

Aquatics 

Any programing in aquatics must be permitted and is subject to review for AIS 

Prevention plans and proof of all required AIS permits and training.  Any internal 

event/program must also be reviewed in the same manner. 

Sailing Organizations 

The MPRB does not allow boats to use gas powered motors on any MPRB lakes. Electric 

motors are allowed, but all gas motors must be propped out of the water.  Exceptions to 

this regulation must be approved through the permitting system.  For safety purposes, the 

sailing schools are permitted to have gas powered boats to facilitate their programing.  

These boats must be permitted and approved.  No other organization is allowed to bring 

additional safety boats to regattas/events unless permitted to do so.  No motorized boats 

are allowed to be used as spectator boats.  ALL boats are subject to inspection prior to 

using the MPRB boat launches regardless of event.  All boat lifts and water related 

equipment are subject to inspection.   Education materials will be given to sailing school 

participants and buoy holders each year regarding AIS.  The sailing organizations on 

Lakes Harriet and Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun have been strong partners in the effort to 

prevent the infestation of zebra mussels into Minneapolis waters.  Each organization 

holds an AIS Prevention Plan which can be found at 
https://www.minneapolisparks.org/_asset/3lhmy2/ais-prevention-plan-sailing-orgs.pdf.  

  

https://www.minneapolisparks.org/_asset/3lhmy2/ais-prevention-plan-sailing-orgs.pdf
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Planning 

The Planning Department should be aware of the zebra mussel infestation and potential 

for infestation as they schedule and oversee any construction activities.  To the best of 

their ability, Planning will ensure that the MPRB infrastructure does not contribute to the 

spread of zebra mussels and potentially other new invasive species. With the passing of 

the 2013 recommendations to the Board, staff began the process of working on 

permitting, contract, and Professional Services Agreement (PSA) language to include 

requirements for Invasive Species prevention plans, proof of DNR permitting, and 

training.  Staff will review all permits, contracts, and PSAs that involve MPRB 

waterways to assure that all internal and external work done will follow strict AIS 

prevention protocols.  
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Public Education/Information 
 

The following section outlines how the AIS Working Group will disseminate information 

to MPRB staff and the public.  Staff in specific work areas will tailor information to their 

users as explained in previous sections. 

 

MPRB Staff Interface 

The AIS Working Group will work to stay informed on the zebra mussel infestation in 

Minnesota and within MPRB waterbodies.  Working Group members will disseminate 

information to staff in their areas, provide training, and update practices as necessary.  

 

The MPRB Superintendent and Board continue to show their support for AIS 

management strategies as they relate to the Comprehensive Plan by providing matching 

funds, staff, and additional resources to protect Minneapolis waterways and slow the 

spread of aquatic invasive species.  See Appendix C for Board Actions and Resolutions 

related to AIS Prevention. 

 

Public Interface/Web presence 

The AIS Work Group will coordinate with Public Relations Staff to update the MPRB 

website and keep Customer Service Staff informed. Email blasts to buoy holders, 

MPRB’s social media accounts, press releases, and website updates can all be used to 

notify the public of zebra mussel related information. The AIS web page will be updated 

with any new information regarding AIS issues in MPRB waterways.  
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Timing of Staff Work and Calendar 
 

February 

• Purchase or build zebra mussel samplers. 

 

March  

• Service Provider Training 

• Hire inspector staff 

• AIS prevention program and boat launch hours approved by the Board and 

communicated to the public 

• Education materials developed and sent to sailing schools, organizations and buoy 

holders 

• Education materials developed for canoe/kayak rack holders 

• Staff AIS training 

 

April 

• Water temperatures reach 50°F. Spawning begins. 
• Send out reminder message to MPRB staff about following good practices for 

aquatic invasives. 

• Deploy zebra mussel samplers. 

• Sailboat buoy drawing – Environmental has table at drawing.  Aquatic invasives 

announcement.  Education materials mailed with buoy materials. 

• Education materials included in canoe/kayak rack materials. 

• Staff AIS training 

 

May 

• Veligers will be present in Minnehaha Creek, Lake Hiawatha, Lake Harriet and 

Meadowbrook Lake. 

• Minnesota Fishing Opener 

• Check zebra mussel (zm) samplers at least 2x per month. 

• Boat launches open on May 1 – Inspections required when launches are open 

• Begin weekly boat launch surveys conducted by AIS Inspectors (May – 

November) 

 

June 

• Veligers present. 

• Begin process of developing the following season’s AIS program 

• Check zebra mussel (zm) samplers at least 2x per month. 

 

July 

• Veligers present. 

• Newly settled mussels just large enough to see – sesame seed sized. 

• Check zebra mussel (zm) samplers at least 2x per month. 

• Mid-season AIS boat inspection data collection report due. 
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August 

• Veligers present. 

• First year mussels should be just large enough to find. 

• Check zebra mussel samplers at least 2x per month. 

• Blue Water Science 1x per year full lake survey  

• Shoreline zebra mussel surveys. 

 

September 

• Veligers present. 

• First year mussels will be large enough to find. 

• Swim buoys are removed – check for ZMs. 

• Check zebra mussel samplers 2x per month. 

• Shoreline zebra mussel surveys 

 

October 

• Sailboat Buoys removed – Inspectors check for ZMs. 

• Check removable docks for ZMs. 

• Sailboats and lifts inspected when removed from buoys. 

• Remove zebra mussel samplers. 

• Spawning ends when surface water is below 50°F. 

 

November 

• Review season.   

• Compile any data collected. 

• Contact AIS Working Group for feedback on season. 

• Contact DNR for watercraft inspection data. 

• Last day of Muskie Season 

• End of season wrap up meeting with Sailing groups after High School sailing 

 

December 

• Update ZM Action Plan as necessary using AIS Working Group feedback, data, 

and new information or best practices. 

• Distribute new information as necessary. 

• Send out updated Sailing Organizations Prevention Plan for following year. 

• Update AIS Response Plan. 

 

On going 

• AIS Work Group continues as needed to respond to current AIS issues and the 

ever-changing environment they present. 

• Environmental Management staff remain responsible for keeping up to date on 

new AIS issues and responding to concerns related to MPRB waterways. 
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Agency Roles 
 

Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) 

• Landowner.  Responsible for monitoring and Management.   

• Contacts:  

Debra L. Pilger 

Director, Environmental Management 

612-313-7728 

dpilger@minneapolisparks.org 

 

Rachael Crabb 

Water Resources Supervisor 

612-313-7791 

rcrabb@minneapolisparks.org 

 

Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (MCWD) 

• Watershed management authority for the primary ZM infested watershed. 

• Contacts:  

James Wisker 

District Administrator 

952-641-4509 

jwisker@minnehahacreek.org 

 

Eric Fieldseth 

Aquatic Ecologist 

952-471-7873 

efieldseth@minnehahacreek.org 

 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (MDNR) 

• State authority for natural resources. 

• Contacts:  

Keegan Lund 

Invasive Species Specialist 

651-259-5828 

keegan.lund@state.mn.us 

 

Kylie Cattoor 

Invasive Species Specialist  

651-259-5729 

Kylie.Cattoor@state.mn.us 

 

Gary Montz 

Research Scientist, Zebra Mussel Coordinator 

651-259-5121 

gary.montz@state.mn.us  

mailto:dpilger@minneapolisparks.org
mailto:rcrabb@minneapolisparks.org
mailto:jwisker@minnehahacreek.org
mailto:efieldseth@minnehahacreek.org
mailto:keegan.lund@state.mn.us
mailto:Kylie.Cattoor@state.mn.us
mailto:gary.montz@state.mn.us
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Heidi Wolff 

Invasive Species Program Supervisor 

651-259-5152 

heidi.wolf@state.mn.us 

 

Adam Doll 

Watercraft Inspection Program Coordinator 

651-259-5056 

Adam.Doll@state.mn.us 

 

Christine Hokkala-Huhns 

Inspections Supervisor 

651-259-5835 

christine.hokkala-kuhns@state.mn.us 

 

Kelly Pennington 

AIS Prevention Coordinator 

651-259-5131 

Kelly.pennington@state.mn.us 

mailto:heidi.wolf@state.mn.us
mailto:Adam.Doll@state.mn.us
mailto:christine.hokkala-kuhns@state.mn.us
mailto:Kelly.pennington@state.mn.us
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What to do if you find Zebra Mussels 
 

1) Note your exact location so that you can describe it or take other staff to that 

location.  

2) Collect a sample or photograph, if possible.  

3) Tell Environmental Management Staff: Water Resources Supervisor (612-313-

7791). 

4) Environmental Management Staff will immediately investigate location, collect 

photos and additional samples if necessary, and contact DNR. 

 

Keegan Lund 

651-259-5828 

keegan.lund@state.mn.us 

Invasive Species Specialist 

 

5) Zebra Mussel Response Framework will go into effect. 

 

Environmental Management will contact relevant Water Management Organization staff 

as necessary: 

 

• Chain of Lakes, Lake Nokomis, Lake Hiawatha, Powderhorn Lake, Diamond 

Lake:  Minnehaha Creek WD – Eric Fieldseth Aquatic Ecologist 952-471-7873 

efieldseth@minnehahacreek.org 

• Loring Pond:  Middle Mississippi WMO – Udai Singh 612-465-8780 x213 

usingh@mwmo.org 

• Ryan Lake, Shingle Creek, Webber Pond:  Shingle Creek WMO – Wenck 

Associates: Joe Bischoff Wenck Associates, Inc.763.252.6829 

jbischoff@wenck.com 

• Wirth Lake:  Bassett Creek – WMO, Barr and Golden Valley; Laura Jester 952-

270-1990 laura.jester@keystonewaters.com 

• City of Minneapolis:  Surface Water and Sewers 1911 E. 26th St. Minneapolis, 

MN 55407 (612) 673-2405 

  

mailto:keegan.lund@state.mn.us
mailto:efieldseth@minnehahacreek.org
mailto:usingh@mwmo.org
mailto:jbischoff@wenck.com
mailto:laura.jester@keystonewaters.com
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AIS Response Policy 
 

The Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board continues to develop a comprehensive AIS 

Response Plan in coordination with the Minnehaha Creek Watershed District, DNR and 

other neighboring organizations.  The purpose of an AIS Response Plan is to determine 

the quickest route to respond to a new AIS sighting.  The AIS Response Plan will guide 

the internal response to new infestations and establish the boards support for these actions 

prior to a new sighting.  

 

In 2016, the MPRB Board approved the following resolution to financially support a 

potential AIS Response effort: 

 

Resolution 2016-239 Adopted on July 20, 2016 Approving the Return of $292,879 to the 

General Fund Excess Fund Balance and Approving the Use of $1,500,000 of General 

Fund Excess Fund Balance for the 20 Year Neighborhood Park Plan Start-Up Funds. 

Explanation of the above resolution 2016-239 (taken from background):  In 2015, the 

Board of Commissioners passed Resolution 2015- 217 authorizing an Aquatic Invasive 

Species Response Fund utilizing up to $300,000 in funds from 2015 MPRB General Fund 

excess fund balance for new AIS finds in 2015. The MPRB did not have an incident of a 

new AIS find in 2015 and the dollars were, and remain, unspent. The threat of a new AIS 

infestation is a current threat and will be present for several years to come. Therefore, the 

MPRB continues to need funds that are readily available to effectively respond to new 

AIS. Staff recommends that the Aquatic Invasive Species Response Fund be maintained 

at a level of $150,000 to provide funding for new AIS finds now and into the future. This 

leaves $150,000 that is able to be returned to General Fund  excess fund balance. 
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Appendix A: Current Information 

MAPS 

 
Waterbodies in the MPRB system. 
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DNR Documentation – List of infested waters as of 12/29/2017 

 
 

Minnesota DNR - List of Infested 

Waters (showing only Zebra 

Mussel infestations in Hennepin 

County ) - December 29, 2017

no data no data no data no data no data

Water body name
County or 

counties

Listed for aquatic 

invasive species

Year listed 

as infested

Year species was 

first confirmed, 

or connected 

water body

DOW 

number

Bryant Hennepin zebra mussel 2015 2015 27-0067

Christmas Hennepin zebra mussel 2014 2014 27-0137

Edina Mill Pond Hennepin zebra mussel 2010
connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0041

Forest Hennepin zebra mussel 2012

connected to 

Minnetonka (27-

0133)

27-0139

Gray's Bay Outlet (wetland) Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnetonka (27-

0133)

27-0761

Harriet Hennepin zebra mussel 2017 2017 27-0016

Hiawatha  Hennepin zebra mussel 2010
connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0018

Independence Hennepin zebra mussel 2014 2014 27-0176

Libbs Hennepin zebra mussel 2012

connected to 

Minnetonka (27-

0133)

27-0085

Meadowbrook Hennepin zebra mussel 2010
connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0054

Medicine Hennepin zebra mussel 2017 2017 27-0104

Minnehaha Creek between 

Minnetonka and Nokomis
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010 2010 NA

Minnehaha Marsh Hennepin zebra mussel 2010
connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0084

Minnetonka Hennepin zebra mussel 2010 2010 27-0133

Nokomis Hennepin zebra mussel 2010
connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0019

Peavey Hennepin zebra mussel 2012
connected to 

Minnetonka (27-
27-0138

Tanager Hennepin zebra mussel 2012
connected to 

Minnetonka (27-
27-0141

Unnamed pond in the NW 1/4 of S14, 

T117, R22
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0721

Unnamed wetland in the E 1/2 of S13, 

T117N R22W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0716

Unnamed wetland in the NE 1/4 of 

S20 T117N, R21W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0662

Unnamed wetland in the NW 1/4 of 

S19, T117N, R21W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0779

Unnamed wetland in the SE 1/4 of 

S11 and NE 1/4 of S14 T117N R22W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0720

Unnamed wetland in the SW 1/4 of 

S20, T117N, R21W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0663

Unnamed wetland NW 1/4 of S18 

T117N, R21W
Hennepin zebra mussel 2010

connected to 

Minnehaha Creek
27-0715
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Minnesota current invasive species laws 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/laws.html 

 

Introduction 

Minnesota has several state laws intended to minimize the introduction and 

spread of invasive species of wild animal and aquatic plants in the state. 
Using a four-tiered system, invasive species are classified 
as prohibited, regulated, unregulated nonnative species, or are 

unclassified and remain as unlisted nonnative species. 

This classification system establishes the level of regulation and allowable 
uses for each species. The MN DNR has regulatory authority over aquatic 

plants and animals, and terrestrial vertebrates. The Minnesota Department 
of Agriculture has regulatory authority over terrestrial plants (noxious 

weeds) and plant pests. See the terrestrial invasive species laws web page 
for more information. 

Below is a summary of several current state regulations regarding invasive 

species. For complete information on state statutes and rules 
regarding invasive species, call the DNR Invasive Species Program 
at 651-259-5100, or view the invasive species statutes and rules at 

the Office of the Revisor of Statutes. 

Prohibited invasive species 

Certain invasive species that can threaten natural resources and their use 

have been designated as prohibited invasive species in Minnesota. It is 
unlawful (a misdemeanor) to possess, import, purchase, transport, or 
introduce these species except under a permit for disposal, control, 

research, or education. The prohibited invasive species in Minnesota include 
the following, and any hybrids, cultivars, or varieties of the species listed 

below: 
 

Transportation prohibitions 

Current state law prohibits transportation of all aquatic plants (with a few 

exceptions). This law will not only help prevent the spread of Eurasian 
watermilfoil, but it will also reduce the risk of zebra mussels being 

transported while attached to aquatic plants. In addition, it will reduce the 
inadvertent transport of other harmful plants into or within the state. 

Under state law, it is unlawful to: 

• transport aquatic plants, except as allowed in statutes ($100 civil 

penalty or misdemeanor) 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/laws.html
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/terrestrial/laws.html
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=84D
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/rules/?id=6216
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/permits/invasive_species/index.html
https://www.revisor.mn.gov/statutes/?id=84D.09
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• transport zebra mussels and other prohibited species of animals ($500 

civil penalty or misdemeanor) 

• place or attempt to place into waters of the state a boat, seaplane, or 

trailer that has aquatic plants ($200 civil penalty), zebra mussels, or 

other prohibited invasive species attached ($500 civil penalty or 

misdemeanor). 

As of July 1, 2012, a boat lift, dock, swim raft, or associated equipment that 

has been removed from any water body may not be placed in another water 
body until a minimum of 21 days have passed. 

Regulations on transport of water 

As of July 1, 2012, the following regulations apply to the transportation of 
water in boats and other water-related equipment by boaters from all 
waters in the state ($100 civil penalty or misdemeanor): 

• A person leaving waters of the state must drain all water from water-

related equipment, including bait containers, live wells, and bilges, by 

removing the drain plug before transporting the watercraft 

and  equipment from the water access or riparian property; 

• Drain plugs, bailers, valves, or other devices used to control the 

draining of water from ballast tanks, bilges, and live wells must be 

removed or opened while transporting watercraft and water-related 

equipment; 

• Emergency response vehicles and equipment may be transported on a 

public road with the drain plug or other similar device replaced only 

after all water has been drained from the equipment upon leaving the 

water body. 

• The following are exempt from this subdivision: 

o portable bait containers used by licensed aquatic farms 

o portable bait containers used when fishing through the ice, except on 

waters designated infested for viral hemorrhagic septicemia (VHS) 

o marine sanitary systems. 

Regulations in infested waters 

The DNR designates waters that contain populations of Eurasian 
watermilfoil, faucet snail, New Zealand mudsnail, zebra mussel, ruffe, round 

goby, spiny water flea, VHS fish disease, and white perch as infested 
waters. Those waters will be posted with Invasive Species Alert signs at the 
public water accesses and listed in the annual DNR Fishing Regulations 

booklet. 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/ais/infested.html
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/ais/infested.html
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The following regulations apply to activities in infested waters: 

• taking wild animals (fish, frogs, crayfish, etc.) from infested waters for 

bait or aquatic farms is prohibited except for: 

o commercial purposes by permit in some infested waters 

o noncommercial bait harvest for personal use in waters that contain 

Eurasian water milfoil if: 

o the infested waters are designated solely because they contain 

Eurasian water milfoil, and 

o equipment for taking is a cylindrical minnow trap not exceeding 16 x 

32 inches 

• all nets, traps, buoys, anchors, stakes, and lines used for commercial 

fishing or turtle, frog, or crayfish harvesting in an infested water that 

is designated because it contains invasive fish, invertebrates, or 

certifiable diseases, as defined in section 17.4982, may not be used in 

any other waters 

• equipment used for commercial fishing purposes in infested waters that 

are designated solely because they contain Eurasian watermilfoil must 

be dried or frozen before being used in noninfested waters 

(misdemeanor) 

Infested Waters List 

Regulations on transport of infested water 

The following regulations apply to the transportation of water from infested 
waters: 

• water from infested waters may not be used to transport fish except by 

permit 

• water from infested waters may not be transported on a public road or 

off riparian property on infested waters except in emergencies or 

under permit ($200 civil penalty or misdemeanor) 

Infested Waters Diversion or Transportation Permit Application 

Crayfish regulations 

The transportation of live native and invasive crayfish from one waterbody 
to another within the state is prohibited, except by permit issued by the 

DNR. Live crayfish or crayfish eggs may not be imported without a permit 
issued by the DNR. Live crayfish may not be sold for live bait or for use in 

aquariums. Live crayfish taken from a waterbody can only be used as bait in 
that same waterbody 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/ais/infested.html
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/waters/watermgmt_section/appropriations/permits.html#infested
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Monitoring confirms that boaters, not ducks, 
moving aquatic invasive species around 

Source: Wisconsin DNRWeekly News article published: 

March 5, 2013 

MADISON – Preliminary results from systematic monitoring of Wisconsin lakes 

for aquatic invasive species confirm that boaters, not ducks or other birds, are 

spreading the invaders around, state and University of Wisconsin-Madison 

researchers say. 

(WDNR Photo: State researchers in SCUBA gear looked for aquatic invasive 

species as part of a five-year monitoring effort.) 

None of the wilderness lakes surveyed – those in remote places and easily 

accessible only to wildlife – had any invasive species present while there was a 

direct link between the presence of invasive species and boat access from public 

and private property. 

Thirty percent of the lakes with boat access, however, had Eurasian water-milfoil, 

18 percent of the suitable lakes surveyed with boat access had zebra mussels, and 

three lake systems with boat access had spiny water fleas. 

“The fact that accessible lakes are the ones that are invaded indicates that these 

species are moved by boaters,” says Alex Latzka, a University of Wisconsin-

Madison graduate student involved in the research. “While birds could transport 

invasive species from one lake to another, our finding that remote lakes do not 

have invasive species strongly indicates that birds are not an important factor.” 

In recent years, DNR and the UW-Madison have collectively surveyed 450 lakes 

for aquatic invasive species like zebra mussels, Eurasian water-milfoil and spiny 

water fleas. UW-Madison researchers looked for aquatic invasive species in a 

range of lakes, including wilderness lakes. 

DNR focused its sampling on those lakes more likely to have invasive species 

present because they had boat access that ranged from wide, paved public boat 

launches to private boat launches to yard access. DNR is two years into its 5-year 

sampling effort to understand the prevalence of aquatic invasive species in lakes 

statewide and also to understand whether efforts to slow the spread are working. 

Two years of sampling is not enough to tell if the rate of spread is slowing in lakes 

http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114512Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114513Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114513Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114514Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114515Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
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with boat access, although there are some positive signs, says Scott Van Egeren, 

the DNR limnologist who coordinated DNR’s sampling over the past two years. 

• The number of lakes DNR surveyed and found with the different invasive 

species was about the same for both years. Finishing up the five years of 

monitoring will help provide information on the rate of the spread. 

• Most lakes with boat access were still free of the worst invasive species; 

70 percent of the lakes with public access surveyed were free of Eurasian 

water-milfoil, despite the fact the invasive plant has been present in 

Wisconsin for more than 50 years and is considered a relatively 

widespread aquatic invasive species. And 82 percent of suitable lakes 

with public access are still clear of zebra mussels, present inland for more 

than 20 years. 

“While we did find one or more invasive species in many of the lakes with private 

and public boat access, the prevalence of any one of them is relatively low given 

that some of these invasive species have been present in Wisconsin waters for 

decades,” Van Egeren says. 

Bob Wakeman, who coordinates DNR response to aquatic invasive species, says 

the preliminary results underscore how important it is that boaters take the 

required steps to prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species. 

Regulations since 2006 for oceangoing ships have effectively halted the 

introduction to the Great Lakes of new invasive species, Wakeman says, “so it’s 

up to boaters to keep those invasive species already in the Great Lakes from being 

spread to inland lakes. 

“Out of 184 invasive species introduced to Lake Michigan over the past century, 

just 29 have made it to inland Wisconsin lakes,” Wakeman says. “Boaters have 

done a good job in recent years in following the rules, and they can continue to 

keep the damaging species out of inland waters as long as they take a few minutes 

to take some simple steps. “And we’re happy to say that ducks are not going to 

undo your hard work!” 

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: Bob Wakeman 262-574-2149; Scott 

Van Egeren 608-264-8895; or Jake Vander Zanden, UW-Madison, 608-262-

9464 

http://dnr.wi.gov/news/Weekly/Article_Lookup.asp?id=2495 

 

 

 

 

  

http://nalms.gravitymail.com/cp/114473Cc745634c5f2db05d0fcd6e10a2e22aa9
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Disinfection Procedures 
Zebra mussel disinfectants and usage guidelines for boats and equipment. 

 

Disinfectant  Concentration  Contact Time  Usage Guidelines, Safety Precautions, 

Drawbacks  

Vinegar  100%  20 min  Use appropriate personal protective 

equipment (PPE) and caution. Stay 

upwind of the spray. Is corrosive to 

metal and toxic to fish at this 

concentration, so thoroughly rinse with 

tap water or water from the next lake or 

river after disinfection. Ensure that 

solution does not run-off directly into 

waterways.  

Chlorine  200 ppm  10 min  Use appropriate PPE and caution. Stay 

upwind of the spray. Is corrosive to 

metal and rubber and toxic to fish at this 

concentration, so neutralize with 800 

ppm sodium thiosulfate and rinse 

thoroughly with tap water or water from 

the next lake or river. Ensure that 

solution does not run-off directly into 

waterways.  

Power wash 

with hot water  

>104° F  20 min  Use appropriate PPE and caution when 

using hot water due to possibility of 

burns/scalding. Temperature and contact 

times are crucial, as efficiency is weather 

dependent. Most effective when used in 

conjunction with air drying (see below). 

Power wash with hot water, including 

thoroughly flushing lower motor unit.  

Freezing  <32° F  24 hrs  Boats, gear, and equipment should be 

thoroughly frozen. Ambient air 

temperature should remain below 

freezing for the entire contact time. No 

safety precautions.  

Air drying  N/A  5 days in sun 

per DNR  

Must dry completely to be effective. 

Most effective when used in conjunction 

with hot water (see above).  

Ideally used for small nets, gear, pumps, 

etc., AFTER power washing with hot 

(104°) water for appropriate contact 

time.  

Salt Bath  1%  24 hrs  Due to the long contact time, may only 

be used as a bath solution and not 

sprayed. To be used only for pieces of 

equipment, gear, and nets that can be 

completely immersed in the solution.  
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Disinfectant amounts to make needed concentrations. Use proper disposal techniques. 

 

Disinfectant  1 gallon  2 gallons  5 gallons  20 gallons  100 gallons  

100% Vinegar  1 gal 2 gal 5 gal 20 gal  100 gal 

200 ppm Chlorine 

(household bleach, 

5.25% Chlorine)  

0.5 ounce  

(15 ml) 

1.0 ounce  

(30 ml) 

2.5 ounces  

(75 ml) 

11.0 ounces  

(300 ml)  

6 1/3 cups  

(1.5 L) 

200 ppm Chlorine 

(HTH granular)  

0.04 ounce  

(1.2 g) 

0.08 ounce  

(2.4 g) 

0.2 ounce  

(6 g) 

0.8 ounce  

(24 g)  

4.2 ounces  

(120 g) 

800 ppm Sodium 

Thiosulfate  

0.1 ounce  

(3 g) 

0.2 ounce  

(6 g) 

0.5 ounce  

(15 g) 

2.1 ounces  

(60 g)  

10.6 ounces  

(300 g) 

1% Salt Bath (as 

NaCl)  

1/8 cup 1/4 cup 2/3 cup 2 2/3 cups  13 1/3 cups  

 

 
Notes:  

1. Air drying and hot water are most effective when used in conjunction with each other 

because their effectiveness is highly dependent upon ambient temperatures and 

contact times. As needed, hot water wash units should be made available at selected 

facilities.  

2. Household bleach (5.25% chlorine) and vinegar can be purchased from grocery or 

convenience stores. HTH granular chlorine (70% calcium hypochlorite) and sodium 

thiosulfate can be purchased at pool supply stores or chemical companies.  

3. All bilges and hidden areas under boat decks must be thoroughly treated as described 

above. 

4. Any disinfection solution, including hot water, should be properly disposed of and not 

released to the environment. 

 

Note: Tables from Massachusetts Interim Zebra Mussel Action Plan, August 2009;  Modified 

by MPRB with information from DNR.  
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Invasive Species Decontamination for Field Operations in Michigan (12/9/2014:  http://www.michigan.gov/documents/deq/qol-wrd-policy-invasive-species-
decontamination_476846_7.pdf) Table 1: Summary of decontamination options to help minimize the transfer of invasive species. Perform all steps in the lower risk 
categories first, then perform the decontamination steps in the higher risk categories (e.g., High Risk: Perform steps in the Low and Medium Risk Categories first). 
 

Equipment Low Medium Options (pick one). Rinse after all. High 
Boats, trailers, and motors Inspect, clean, drain, rinse, 

and dry 
• Bleach: ½ cup [4 oz] bleach to 5 gallons of water or 
120 mL bleach to 19 liters of water 

• Virkon Aquatic for 20 minutes (20 g/L) 

• Hot water pressure: 140°F/60°C for 10 second 
contact time 

Motor flush: 140
o
F for 5 minutes and an 

exiting temperature 120°F/49°C OR 
ambient temperature for 10 minutes 

Sampling gear (e.g., nets 
and other equipment that 
have direct contact with 
water) 

Inspect, clean, rinse, and dry • Bleach: ½ cup [4 oz] bleach to 5 gallons of water or 
120 mL bleach to 19 liters of water 

• Then use 100% vinegar for 20 minutes to dissolve 
any veliger shells 

• Virkon Aquatic for 20 minutes (20 g/L) 

• Hot water pressure: 140°F/60°C for 10 second 
contact time; dry ≥5 days in sun 

Use alternative gear that has not been 
deployed in infested water within the 
past 5 days 

Waders, boots, and other 
field equipment 

Inspect, clean, rinse, and dry •Launder clothing and footwear 

•Disinfect other equipment 

•Bleach: ½ cup [4 oz] bleach to 5 gallons of water or 
120 mL bleach to 19 liters of water 

•Virkon Aquatic for 20 minutes (20 g/L) 

•Formula 409 for 10 minutes for New Zealand 
mudsnails 

Heat and dry: household steamer or 
pressure wash; dry ≥5 days 

Sensitive equipment (e.g., 
sondes, hydrolabs, and 
dataloggers) 

Inspect, clean, and sanitize every time it has been exposed to water; follow manufacturer’s directions 

Vehicles Inspect and clean interior 
and exterior 

• Clean with water using pressure washer 

• Take vehicle through carwash with undercarriage flush 
Heavy equipment (e.g., 
mowers, dozers, loaders, 
and dump trucks) 

Inspect and clean interior 
and exterior 

• Compressed air, then high pressure washer, rinse, and dry; run fans in reverse if possible to 
clean air intakes 

Portable pumps (any 
equipment that draws 
water from a water body) 

Inspect and clean exterior 
surfaces 

• Flush, clean, rinse, and dry 

• For small portable pumps, flush with either Virkon Aquatic (20 g/L) for 20 minutes or with a 
bleach solution (½ cup [4 oz] bleach to 5 gallons of water or 120 mL bleach to 19 liters of water 
for 20 minutes 

Diving equipment (e.g., wet 
suit, snorkel, fins, and 
buoyancy compensator) 

Inspect, clean, drain, rinse, 
and dry 

• Salt solution: ½ cup salt per gallon of water for 30 minutes 

• Hot water: >120°F/49°C for 30 minutes 
After treatment, completely dry if possible 
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Information Sources 

 

Blue Water Science 
Steve McComas, Blue Water Science, Ongoing Personal Communication 

 

Massachusetts Interim Zebra Mussel Action Plan, August 2009 

 

Minnehaha Creek Watershed District 
Panzer, Mike: District Engineer, Modeling and Flood Elevation Information:  

Personal Communication March 2011. 

 

Eric Fieldseth: Aquatic Ecologist: On going Personal Communications  

 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 
Zebra Mussels General info 

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/aquaticanimals/zebramussel/index.html 

Infested Waters List 

 

Montz, Gary: Minnesota Department of Natural Resources Invertebrate Research 

Scientist and Zebra Mussel Coordinator. Personal Communication December 2010. 

 

Minnesota Sea Grant 
http://www.seagrant.umn.edu/ais/zebramussel 

 

USGS 
Live map of zebra mussel infestation updated daily 

http://nas.er.usgs.gov/taxgroup/mollusks/zebramussel/ 

  

http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/invasives/aquaticanimals/zebramussel/index.html
http://www.seagrant.umn.edu/ais/zebramussel
http://nas.er.usgs.gov/taxgroup/mollusks/zebramussel/
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Appendix B Infrastructure Assessments 

Lake Harriet Outlet Assessment 

Lake Harriet outlets (Fig. B1) to a channel that connects to Minnehaha Creek (Fig B2).  

 
Figure B1. Lake Harriet daylighting to outlet channel, Fall 2010. 

 

Under normal conditions, pictured above in Figure B1, zebra mussel veligers would not 

be able to reach Lake Harriet from the channel due to the velocity of the flow of water 

exiting Lake Harriet (Blue Water Science, Steve McComas). 

 

Backflow conditions could potentially move veligers from the creek to the lake.  Flood 

models created by the MCWD engineer and run with the 2010 spring snowmelt season 

(Fig. B3) were used to determine if flood elevations in Minnehaha Creek could be high 

enough to create backflow into Lake Harriet.  The model’s scenarios created and run in 

2010 and presented below in Figure B3 show that the rain-on-snow snowmelt scenario 

and the 100-year flood event do not cause high enough water to cause water to back up 

through the Lake Harriet outlet pipe (846.82 msl). 

 

One live adult zebra mussel was discovered on September 8th, 2017 by MPRB staff, on a 

boat cover that had been recovered from the bottom of the lake by a volunteer SCUBA 

clean-up crew.  Lake Harriet was officially declared infested.  After the initial discovery, 

no additional zebra mussels were found after 67 hours of searching conducted by the 

MPRB, MNDNR, MCWD and two companies experienced in AIS searches through 

wading, snorkeling and SCUBA.  
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Figure B2.  Detail of Minneapolis stormsewer map (page 28) showing the configuration of 

the connection between Lake Harriet (upper left) and Minnehaha Creek (flow direction is 

left to lower right).  
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Figure B3.  Lake Harriet Outlet comparison with Minnehaha Creek modeled flood 

elevations.  Backflow from Minnehaha Creek does not reach the Harriet outlet elevation under 

the 2011 worst case snowmelt scenario or the 100-yr event. Modeling and graphic by Wenck 

Associates, modified by MPRB. 

Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun and Harriet Outlet Assessment 

Both Lake Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun and Lake Harriet outlet through submerged 

pipes.  If these lakes are infested, it is possible that the outlet pipes could be 

compromised. If the outlet pipes clog with zebra mussels, areas of the pathways and 

parkway could potentially flood.  The outlet pipes would need to be managed to ensure 

that flow would not be compromised. 

Lake Nokomis Weir Assessment 

An inflatable weir was installed at Lake Nokomis in 2002 in order to protect Lake 

Nokomis from Minnehaha Creek after large storm events.  This weir also served as a 

barrier for zebra mussels.  In the spring of 2011, MPRB and MCWD coordinated in an 

attempt to operate the weir for water quality benefits to Lake Nokomis and as a zebra 

mussel barrier.  

 

Figure B4 shows flood elevations in Minnehaha Creek through Minneapolis and was 

modified to include the location of the Lake Nokomis Weir and the elevation of the crest 

of the inflated weir.  The figure shows that the weir is able to protect Lake Nokomis from 

the creek during the 10-year event, but is not high enough to protect the lake during a 
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100-year event or during a worst case snowmelt event.  In the current level of zebra 

mussel infestation, the 100-year event is more likely to be a source of zebra mussels and 

veligers to the lake.  Later, when Minnehaha Creek has a more dense infestation, 

snowmelt events could potentially transport adult or over-wintered zebra mussels to Lake 

Nokomis.  

 
 

Figure B4.  Modeling and graphic by Wenck Associates, modified by MPRB.  The Lake 

Nokomis Weir is capable of protecting the lake from the creek during normal storm events 

including the 10-year event.  The weir is not high enough to protect the lake in a worst case 

scenario snowmelt event (2.5 inch rain-on-snow) or during the 100-year event (1% chance of 

occurrence in any given year). 

 

As the inflatable weir components began to wear down over time it was decided that a 

new structure would be built and it was replaced by a new adjustable fixed weir in 2012.  

The new weir provides the same level of protection for Lake Nokomis and remains at the 

same elevation as the previous weir and will not affect flooding potential.   According to 

MCWD Project Manager Renae Clark “The new weir will require less Asset 

Management, be easier to operate and improve the appearance of the area.”  However, 

100 year flooding concerns will remain the same as for the previous structure.   
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Figure B5.  New Lake Nokomis Weir Constructed in the Fall 2012. 

 

Diamond Lake Outlet Assessment 

Development of the storm sewer system in 1940 with drainage going into Diamond Lake 

resulted in dramatic fluctuations of the water levels in the lake in 1941 and 1942. In 1942 

a semi – elliptical clay drain pipe was laid underground from the northeast corner of 

Diamond Lake to Minnehaha Creek to relieve the large water fluctuations. In 1991 The 

MPRB sought and received a permit from the MN Department of Natural Resources to 

raise the level of the lake by setting a weir in the drain pipe between the lake and the 

creek. The WPA constructed the outlet to Minnehaha Creek at 822.0 feet msl. It is highly 

unlikely that veligers could make their way up the pipe to Diamond Lake, except under 

extreme flood conditions where the creek could potentially back flow up the pipe.  

 
 

Figure B6. Minneapolis stormwater sewer map (pages 29 & 

33) showing the connection via a buried 27” elliptical pipe 

between Diamond Lake and Minnehaha Creek. Creek flow 

direction is left to right (east). 
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Wirth Lake Outlet 

 
Figure B7:  Wirth Outlet structure location.  
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Appendix C:   Board Actions and Resolutions 
 
Historic Board Action and Resolutions RE: AIS Overview 
 
Resolution 2012-224 Adopted on June 20, 2012 Enacting 2012 Emergency Inspection 
Rules 
 
Resolution 2013-156 Adopted on April 3, 2013 Approving the Minneapolis Park & 
Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2013 Inspection Rules and Recommendations 
for 2013 AIS Prevention 
 
Resolution 2014-153 Adopted on April 2, 2014 Approving the Minneapolis Park & 
Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2014 Inspection Rules, Authorizing the 
Superintendent to Implement These Rules from May 1, 2014 to December 1, 2014, and 
Approving and Directing Staff to Implement the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board 
Aquatic Invasive Species Work Group Recommendation for 2014 Aquatic Invasive 
Species Prevention 
 
Resolution 2015-118 Adopted on February 4, 2015 Approving the Minneapolis Park & 
Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2015 Inspection Rules, Authorizing the 
Superintendent to Implement These Rules from May 1, 2015 to December 1, 2015, and 
Approving and Directing Staff to Implement the Minneapolis Park & Recreation Board 
Aquatic Invasive Species Work Group Recommendations for 2015 Aquatic Invasive 
Species Prevention 
 
Resolution 2015-217 Adopted on June 3, 2015 Authorizing an Aquatic Invasive Species 
Response Fund from the 2015 MPRB General Fund Reserve Fund of Up to $300,000 and 
Delegating Decision Making Authority of Best Available Scientific and Management 
Practices to the MPRB’s Director of Environmental Management in Coordination with 
the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources for a New Aquatic Invasive Species 
Find in 2015 
 
Resolution 2016-123 Adopted on February 3, 2016 Approving the Minneapolis Park and 
Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2016 Inspection Rules, Authorizing the 
Superintendent to Implement These Rules from May 01, 2016 to December 01, 2016, 
and Approving and Directing Staff to Implement the Minneapolis Park and Recreation 
Board Aquatic Invasive Species Work Group Recommendations for 2016 Aquatic 
Invasive Species Prevention 

 
Resolution 2016-239 Adopted on July 20, 2016 Approving the Return of $292,879 to the 
General Fund Excess Fund Balance and Approving the Use of $1,500,000 of General 
Fund Excess Fund Balance for the 20 Year Neighborhood Park Plan Start-Up Funds 
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Explanation of the above resolution 2016-239 (taken from background):  In 2015, the 
Board of Commissioners passed Resolution 2015- 217 authorizing an Aquatic Invasive 
Species Response Fund utilizing up to $300,000 in funds from 2015 MPRB General Fund 
excess fund balance for new AIS finds in 2015. The MPRB did not have an incident of a 
new AIS find in 2015 and the  dollars were, and remain, unspent. The threat of a new AIS 
infestation is a current threat and will be present for several years to come. Therefore, 
the MPRB continues to need funds that are  readily available to effectively respond to 
new AIS. Staff recommends that the Aquatic Invasive Species Response Fund be 
maintained at a level of $150,000 to provide funding for new AIS  finds now and into 
the future. This leaves $150,000 that is able to be returned to General Fund excess fund 
balance. 

 
Resolution 2017-142 Adopted on March 8, 2017 Approving the Minneapolis Park and 
Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2017 Inspection Rules,  Authorizing the 
Superintendent to Implement These Rules from May 01, 2017 to December 01, 2017, 
and Approving and Directing Staff to Implement the Minneapolis Park and Recreation 
Board Aquatic Invasive Species Work Group Recommendations for 2017 Aquatic 
Invasive Species Prevention. 

Resolution 2018-116 Adopted on February 27, 2018 Approving the Minneapolis Park 
and Recreation Board Aquatic Invasive Species 2018 Inspection Rules, Authorizing the 
Superintendent to Implement These Rules from May 01, 2018 to December 01, 2018, 
and Approving and Directing Staff to Implement the Minneapolis Park and Recreation 
Board Aquatic Invasive Species Work Group Recommendations for 2017 Aquatic 
Invasive Species Prevention 
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Appendix D Habitat and Response Assessments 

Zebra Mussel Habitat Assessments (conducted by Blue Water Science)  

• Lake Hiawatha Suitability Assessment – 2011 

• Lake Nokomis Suitability Assessment – 2011 

• Lake Harriet Suitability and Rapid Response Assessment – 2015 

• Lake Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun Suitability and Rapid Response 

Assessment – 2015 

• Lake Nokomis Rapid Response Assessment – 2015 

 

For copies of any of these assessments please contact Rachael Crabb at 

rcrabb@minneapolisparks.org 

  

mailto:rcrabb@minneapolisparks.org
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Appendix E Monitoring Reports 

Minnehaha Creek Zebra Mussel Monitoring  

http://www.minnehahacreek.org/project/zebra-mussel-monitoring-minnehaha-creek 

 

2013 Minnehaha Creek Watershed District Comprehensive AIS 
Management Plan  
http://www.minnehahacreek.org/sites/minnehahacreek.org/files/attachment
s/Adopted%20Plan%20COMBINED.pdf 

 
2015 RMB Veliger Tests (Brownie, Cedar, Isles, Bede Maka Ska, Harriet, Nokomis) 

Recent MPRB Zebra Mussel Surveys and Assessments (Contact MPRB for 
more information on these past Surveys) 

Lake surveys 2014 
Lake surveys 2015 
Lake surveys 2016 

• Boat Launch Inspections:  Conducted by AIS Inspectors of the ramp, walls, dock 

and samplers at each of the three boat launches. 
• Zebra Mussel Sampler Plates: zebra mussel early detection samplers on five of 

the city lakes from May to October. The samplers were hung from the docks at 
the three public boat launches on Lakes Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, Harriet, 
and Nokomis, and on fishing docks at Lakes Hiawatha, Nokomis, and Wirth. Both 
Nokomis samplers were checked by Friends of Lake Nokomis. MPRB water 
resources staff checked and the samplers at the remaining lakes bi-weekly. 

• 2016 Shoreline Assessment surveys 
 

Lake surveys 2017 

2017 Boat Launch Inspections 

2017 was the second year of the Boat Launch Inspection program with the AIS 
Inspectors.  Inspectors were trained by Water Resources Specialists for AIS identification 
on the samplers, boat ramps, docks, and surrounding areas.  Staff were required to 
observe the samplers hung from the docks and feel the dock edges for invertebrate AIS, 
as well as get into the water with hip boots and viewing tubes looking for mussels and 
other AIS on the boat ramps and lake walls.  Overall results: 
 
Bde Maka Ska – the ramp, wall, dock, and sampler were inspected 17 times with no 
mussels found. 
 
Lake Harriet – the ramp, wall, dock, and sampler were inspected 17 times with no 
mussels found. 

http://www.minnehahacreek.org/project/zebra-mussel-monitoring-minnehaha-creek
http://www.minnehahacreek.org/sites/minnehahacreek.org/files/attachments/Adopted%20Plan%20COMBINED.pdf
http://www.minnehahacreek.org/sites/minnehahacreek.org/files/attachments/Adopted%20Plan%20COMBINED.pdf
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Lake Nokomis – the ramp, wall, dock, and sampler were inspected 17 times with no 
mussels found. 
 

2017 Zebra Mussel Sampler Plate Checks 

In 2017, MPRB water resources had zebra mussel early detection samplers on five of the 
city lakes from May to October. The samplers were hung from the docks at the three 
public boat launches on Lakes Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, Harriet, and Nokomis, and 
on fishing docks at Lakes Hiawatha, Nokomis, and Wirth. Both Nokomis samplers were 
checked and cleaned off by volunteers in 2017. MPRB water resources staff checked and 
cleaned the samplers at the remaining lakes bi-weekly. 
 
No zebra mussels were found on the early detection samplers at Bde Maka Ska/Lake 
Calhoun, Harriet, Nokomis, or Wirth Lakes in 2017. Three zebra mussels were found on 
7/28/17, two large mussels were found on 8/24/17, and one small mussel was found on 
9/7/17 at Lake Hiawatha. 
 

2017 Shoreline Assessment Surveys 

Water Resources staff conducted zebra mussel shoreline surveys over the month of 
September 2017. Lakes that were surveyed were Bde Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, Cedar, 
Isles, Nokomis, and Wirth. Zebra mussels were absent from all lakes surveyed (Figure 
E12). Lake Harriet shoreline wasn’t surveyed due to the extensive searching conducted 
earlier in September after the discovery of a single adult zebra mussel. 
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Figure E12.  Results of zebra mussel shoreline surveys from September 2017.  
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Appendix F AIS Prevention Program Timeline 
Time Line of Zebra Mussel Management – Minneapolis Park and Recreation Board (MPRB) 
Updated 1/6/2017 
2002 

• Inflatable weir installed at Lake Nokomis in order to protect Lake Nokomis from 
Minnehaha Creek after large storm events. 

• Occasional DNR Inspectors available at boat launches 
 

2010 

• Zebra mussels detected in Lake Minnetonka in July 

• Minnehaha Creek declared infested due to connection with Lake Minnetonka 

• Lakes Nokomis and Hiawatha declared infested due to connections to Minnehaha Creek 

• Zebra mussel work group organized to develop action plan  

• Zebra Mussel Action Plan developed 

• Occasional DNR Inspectors available at boat launches 

• Water Resources staff trained by Minnehaha Creek Watershed District (MCWD) in ID 
and Rapid Assessment Method 

 
2011 

• MPRB begins AIS prevention work procedure efforts 

• Applied for DNR grant for 500 cost share DNR inspection hours – received fewer than 
100:  MPRB  determines it needs to take charge of this effort with more $ investment 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Lake Hiawatha and Nokomis whole lake ZM Suitability Assessments conducted by Blue 
Water Science (BWS) 

• Began to partner with MCWD to run the Nokomis weir as a ZM barrier (change from 
original operating plan) 

• Occasional DNR Inspectors available at boat launches 

• Water Resources staff conduct shoreline assessment method on MPRB lakes 

• MCWD conducts shoreline assessment of the creek 
 
2012 

• New adjustable fixed weir built between Nokomis and creek in the fall 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• Wirth boat launch closed permanently in July 

• New harvester purchased and all mechanical harvesting moved to in house 

• SCUBA contractor hired to do the harvesting at Wirth and Nokomis 

• Emergency Inspection program approved by the board:  June 20:  inspections conducted 
during high use times, with the launch closed but not locked when AIS inspectors are 
not on duty 

• DNR Grant for 1000 hours using MPRB naturalist staff to do inspections and education 
at launches – 1st time MPRB staff used in this capacity.  Inspections program housed in 
Environmental Education. 

• Use of Volt temporary services to help fill out hours, still used some DNR Inspectors 
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• 100% inspections hours with chain unlocked at launches; open hours based on highest 
use and available funding – collected data 

• AIS Task Force established (AIS Work Group) 

• A Technical Advisory  Committee was established to review AIS planning 

• 2 public meetings conducted regarding AIS prevention planning (November) 

• Zebra mussel samplers installed and sampler monitoring program begins; Friends of 

Lake Nokomis monitor 2 samplers on Lake Nokomis. 

Boat Launch Hours 
F, S, Sun, Holidays:  6-9 
Weekdays:  6-10, 5-9 
July 13- September 30, 2012 
 
2013 

• Zebra mussels detected on sampler in Lake Hiawatha in August 

• MCWD and MPRB rapid assessment of creek and Lake Hiawatha 

• MPRB AIS Prevention Program honored at the MCWD 2013 Watershed Heroes 
ceremony – Innovation in Government award for the 100% inspections program 

• Bait educational signage installed on trash cans around system 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• ZM sampler monitoring 

• Sailboat and swim buoy inspection at end of the season 

• 100% inspection program approved with boat launches closed and locked when 
inspectors were not on duty 

• Language added to PSAs for any work done in MPRB waters – must have an AIS 
prevention plan  and a DNR Lake Service Provider 

• MPRB ZM shoreline assessments 

• Fall 2013 – letter sent to all shoreline residents regarding AIS awareness and prevention 

• Work on AIS response plan begins 
 
Boat Launch Hours 
4 ZM finds 
Open every day from 6am to 10pm 
April 28th – November 2012 
 
2014 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• ZM sampler monitoring 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• Sailboat and swim buoy inspection at the end of the season 

• 100% inspections, launch closed and locked when no inspectors 

• MPRB ZM shoreline assessments 

• AIS Response Team meets with MCWD regarding Christmas Lake and AIS response 
planning. 
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Boat Launch Hours 
18 ZM finds 
May 1 – Labor Day weekend:  6am to 10pm; 7 days a week 
September 1 – October 31:  6am to 8pm; 7 days a week 
November 1 – December 1:  

7am to 5pm Friday, Saturday, Sunday – launches open, inspectors on duty 
 7am to 5pm Mon – Thursday *on call program; launches locked with phone number 
 
2015 

• Zebra mussels found throughout the length of Minnehaha Creek to the Mississippi 

• Sailing organizations adopt AIS Prevention Plans that will be updated yearly 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• AIS suitability Index and Response Potential – BWS conducted on Nokomis, Harriet, Bde 
Maka Ska/Lake Calhoun, Cedar 

• Sailboat and swim buoy inspection at end of season 

• MPRB board approves the allocation of $300,000 emergency funds for AIS Response 

• 100% inspections, launches closed and locked when inspectors are not on duty 

• MPRB ZM shoreline assessments 

• ZM sampler monitoring 

• AIS Response Team meets with MCWD regarding Christmas Lake and AIS response 
planning. 

 
Boat Launch Hours 
14 ZM finds 
May 1 – Sept 30: 6am – 10pm; 7 days a week 
Oct 1 – Oct 31: 6am – 9pm; 7 days a week 
Nov 1 – Dec 1:  7am to 7pm** 
** On call program 
 
2016 

• Boat launch surveys conducted by Inspector program begins 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• 100% inspections, launches closed and locked when inspectors are not on duty 

• MPRB ZM shoreline assessments 

• ZM sampler monitoring 

• Sailboat and swim buoy inspection at end of season 

• AIS Response Team meets with DNR as part of the planning process for a potential 
response 

• July 20th, 2016:  MPRB Board approves $150,000 AIS Emergency Response Fund (always 
available – do not need to ask the board each year for this funding) 

 
Boat Launch Hours 
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16 ZM finds 
May 1 – Sept 18th: 6am – 10pm 
Sept 19th (second Monday after Labor Day) – October 16th: 6am – 9pm 
October 17th (Monday after Columbus Day) – November 6th: 7am – 8pm** 
Nov 7th (first Monday after day light savings) – Dec 1: 7am – 6pm** 
**On Call Program:  a phone number will be posted at the launches for boaters to call for an 
inspection.  
 
2017 

• Weekly boat launch surveys conducted by Inspector program begins 

• Attendance at sailboat buoy drawing – AIS education 

• Sailboat school, buoy and canoe rack permit holder AIS education flyers sent  

• Yearly sailing organization meeting regarding AIS 

• 100% inspections, launches closed and locked when inspectors are not on duty 

• MPRB ZM shoreline assessments 

• ZM sampler monitoring 

• Sailboat and swim buoy inspection at end of season 

• One zebra mussel discovered on Friday September 8 by MPRB staff on a boat cover that 
had been recovered from the bottom of the lake during a SCUBA volunteer lake clean 
up. 

• After the initial discovery, no additional zebra mussels were found after 67 hours of 
searching Lake Harriet 

• Searching was conducted by MPRB, MCWD, MNDNR, Waterfront Restorations, Blue 
Water Science using wading, snorkeling and SCUBA 

• Lake Harriet was designated as infested for zebra mussels 

• DNR determined that no treatment was necessary 

• MPRB Zebra Mussel Action Plan is updated to reflect new operational changes for the 
Chain of Lakes 

 
Boat Launch Hours 
2 ZM finds 
May 1 – Sept 17th: 6am – 10pm 
Sept 18th – Monday October 9th: 6am – 9pm 
October 10th – November 5th: 7am – 8pm** 
Nov 6th – Dec 1: 8am – 6pm** 
**On Call Program:  a phone number will be posted at the launches for boaters to call for an 
inspection.  
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Appendix G 2014 Flooding Impacts 
 

 
Overview of 2014 Flooding 

Impacts from 2014 Flooding with Regards to Zebra Mussels 

 

The spring of 2014 saw significant rain with the precipitation between April and June 

totaling 22.18 inches. June 2014 was the wettest June on record with 11.36 inches of 

rain. The heavy rain caused many lakes in the region to see record-high water levels, 

and the Minneapolis Lakes and Minnehaha Creek rose to levels where significant 

flooding in the parks occurred. This report addresses the potential impacts of the 

flooding in 2014 with regards to Zebra Mussels and other invasive species. 

 

Lake Minnetonka: 

Lake Minnetonka’s water level was left very high after the spring rains in 2014, which 

resulted in a low-wake restriction for motorboats throughout the lake starting on June 

5. Low wake usually means slower than 5 miles per hour, which reduces the appeal and 

facilitation of many lake activities that are common on Lake Minnetonka. The wake 

restriction was lifted for most of Lake Minnetonka two months later on July 25 2014, but 

low restrictions still applied in some small bays and within 600 feet of shore. 

 

While the wake restriction was in place on Lake Minnetonka, it is likely that boaters 

simply used other lakes in the area for their recreation. Lake Minnetonka is designated 

as a zebra mussel infested water body, and is a very large lake that accommodates a lot 

of boaters. This makes a low-wake restriction on Lake Minnetonka problematic for 
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efforts to reduce the spread of invasive species. Aquatic invasive species can easily 

spread by attaching to or getting caught on boats and trailers and being carried to 

another, previously non-infested body of water. The exodus of recreation boaters from 

Lake Minnetonka and the increased inter-lake movement of boats in the Minnetonka 

area due to the low-wake restriction on the area’s largest lake in 2014 may have 

increased the chances for zebra mussels and other invasive species to be introduced to 

new waters. A closer look at DNR inspection data (how many inspections different lakes 

saw and whether there were changes in the number of inspections during the low-wake 

restriction in 2014) would be able to validate these assertions. 

 

Late in the summer of 2014, new zebra mussel infestations were discovered at two large 

lakes near Lake Minnetonka, Christmas Lake and Lake Independence. 

 

Christmas Lake is located just southeast of Lake Minnetonka. Four zebra mussels were 

found on the plates of a zebra mussel sampler at the public boat launch on August 16th,  

2014. More zebra mussels were found on rocks nearby with further investigation. 

MCWD had surveyed Christmas Lake on July 28-29th, 2014 for zebra mussels via 

snorkeling surveys, veliger tows and other means as part of a yearly early detection 

monitoring schedule. No zebra mussels were found during the early detection 

monitoring in the lake or on the early detection sampling plate, which included the area 

around the boat launch. Therefore it is suspected that this infestation occurred within 

the previous two weeks from the day it was discovered. It is believed that the 

infestation likely originated with a boat trailer transferring aquatic vegetation with 

attached mussels into Christmas Lake at the boat launch. However, whether the 

introduction of zebra mussels to Christmas Lake was related to the flooding in 2014 and 

the low-wake restriction on Lake Minnetonka would be impossible to prove. 

 

Lake Independence is located north of Lake Minnetonka and is not a part of the 

Minnehaha Creek watershed and so was not monitored by MCWD. Zebra mussels were 

discovered in Lake Independence on September 29th 2014. 

 

In Minneapolis: 

The low-wake restriction on Lake Minnetonka likely did not have a large effect on boat 

traffic for the Minneapolis Lakes in 2014 due to the restriction from using gas motors on 

these lakes. However, with more lakes being confirmed as infested in areas surrounding 

Minneapolis, there are more opportunities for zebra mussels to attach to boats and be 

transported to one of Minneapolis’ lakes.  This makes boat inspections and early 

detection monitoring increasingly valuable in coming years. 
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Although the months following June received below normal precipitation, Gray’s Bay 

Dam was kept open for much of the summer to relieve Lake Minnetonka of excess 

water. The prolonged draining of Lake Minnetonka meant that the water level of 

Minnehaha Creek remained higher than normal in downstream communities. In 

Minneapolis, the chain of lakes, Diamond Lake, and Lake Nokomis drain via outlets into 

Minnehaha Creek, and the creek flows directly into Lake Hiawatha. High water was 

observed on all the Lakes in Minneapolis. Even though the water was high, the creek 

likely did not discharge up the outlet of Harriet and into the chain of lakes.  Nor is it 

believed by MPRB Water Resources staff that the water in Minnehaha Creek was high 

enough to back up into Diamond Lake. The Minneapolis lakes that were most affected 

by high water and the creek in 2014 were Nokomis and Hiawatha. 

 

At Lake Nokomis: 

Lake Nokomis outflows into Minnehaha Creek on its north side via a weir. The weir was 

constructed to improve water quality by preventing the creek from flowing into Lake 

Nokomis during rain events, which would deliver excess phosphorus to the lake. The 

Nokomis weir has an additional benefit as a barrier against invasive and non-native 

species introductions into Lake Nokomis that are present in Minnehaha Creek or 

upstream lakes. Lake Nokomis has been designated as infested with zebra mussels since 

2010 when zebra mussels were discovered in Lake Minnetonka; however, MPRB Water 

Resources staff has yet to find any with early detection monitoring since 2012. The 

creek was high enough to top the Nokomis Weir in 2014, and MPRB Asset Management 

staff and water resources staff took great effort to prevent the transfer of water from 

Minnehaha creek into Lake Nokomis. 

 

Significant rainfall began on May 19, 2014 in the Minnehaha Creek watershed, quickly 

raising the level of Minnehaha Creek. Water quality and Asset Management staff from 

the Hiawatha Service Center began construction of a sandbag weir atop the existing 

weir to hold back the rising creek’s waters. Additionally, boards were placed across the 

weir and sandbags over these to temporarily increase the height of the weir. The 

arrangement of the boards and sandbags atop the weir was modified in June to handle 

more sandbags. Initially around 100 sandbags were used to create the structure, and 

another 100 sandbags were added to the weir and nearby parkland on June 5th 2014 to 

bring the approximate total to 200. 

 

As the creek level permitted the sandbags were removed to allow for the weir to be 

opened and Lake Nokomis to drain and then re-stacked before the next rain to prevent 

flow into the lake. This removal and opening then closing and restacking continued 
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throughout the months of June and July in 2014. For the rest of the summer,  the weir 

was often only partially opened so flooding in Lake Nokomis Park and around Cedar Ave. 

could be alleviated without increasing downstream flooding. 

 

Initial Design (May 21, 2014): Two boards stacked vertically on each other and wrapped 

in a tarp, stabilized by sandbags on either side of the weir. 

Modified Design (June, 2014): Two boards placed flat across the weir with sandbags 

stacked on top of them and wrapped in a tarp. 
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As the creek continued to rise with more storms, additional sandbags were needed in 

the parkland around the weir structure to prevent creek water from bypassing the weir 
altogether. 

 

 

The picture above was taken on June 19th, 2014. It was the wettest day of the year throughout 

Minnesota with three inches of rain measured at South Side Service Center. In this picture, the 

creek is on the right hand side and its water level is above the weir. The weir was designed to 

handle a 10-year event. 
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When the creek subsided, the sandbags were removed in coordination with MCWD in order to 

allow Nokomis to drain. 

 

At Lake Hiawatha: 

With Minnehaha Creek flowing directly into Lake Hiawatha, the colonization of the lake by zebra 

mussels was inevitable. MPRB water resources staff first confirmed zebra mussel presence in 

Lake Hiawatha in August 2013. Zebra mussels have yet to establish at a high density in Lake 

Hiawatha. Lake Hiawatha did flow over the service road and flood the golf course in 2014. This 

may have permitted zebra mussels to spread into the golf course ponds if they were not already 

there, but MPRB water resources has never surveyed them specifically for zebra mussels. 
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High levels in the creek and increased flow could have affected the movement of zebra mussels 

via plant detritus and other debris movement. Unlike our native mussels, zebra mussels are not 

known to burrow into sediments, rather they attach themselves to substrates and need hard 

substrates to survive. Zebra mussels are capable of attaching byssal threads to plants, fallen 

logs, and just about any other kind of natural or human-created debris. Additionally zebra 

mussels can break loose on their own and are known as the “wandering mussel” due to their 

ability to break loose and move across benthic habitat to new surfaces. Zebra mussels, their 

substrates, and other invasive species could have been more likely to dislodge and get 

transported downstream to new areas of Minnehaha Creek and into Lake Hiawatha due to the 

high water and increased flow in 2014. Other invasive species could have been similarly moved 

as well. 
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